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UNIT 1
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

attend (v) katılmak be at a certain place be present be absent I attend my English lessons regularly. 

come home (v 

phr.)

eve gelmek arrive home after going out for some time reach home leave home My sister comes home from school at 4:30 every 

afternoon.

cook meals (v 

phr.)

yemek pişirmek prepare food using heat to eat it panfry cool, freeze My mum always cooks healthy and delicious meals for 

us. 

date (n) tarih the day of the month or year October 29 is an important date in Turkish history. 

do puzzles (v 

phr.)

yapboz yapmak put small pieces together and get a certain 

picture

I am doing the puzzle of a sports car right now. 

diary (n) günlük a small notebook to write daily events and 

experiences

I write about my day in my diary every evening before I 

sleep.

folk dance (n) folklor traditional dance of certain people or a certain 

region

We have a folk dance festival in our city every summer. 

do homework (v 

phr.)

ödev yapmak do exercises about school lessons outside 

school

do lesson 

practice

be lazy 

about lesson 

practice

I do my homework regularly and prepare for my exams.

finish (v) bitirmek end a certain task, duty or project complete start You should finish your school project before the end of 

this term. 

go shopping (v 

phr.)

alışverişe gitmek buy food, drinks, clothes, shoes etc. from stores go to the 

shops

My mum goes shopping to buy new clothes to us once 

a month.

go to an art class 

(v phr.)

sanat dersine 

gitmek

attend an art course to draw or color different 

pictures

take an art 

course

I want to learn to draw pictures so I go to an art class on 

Mondays.

go to a dance 

class (v phr.)

dans dersine 

gitmek

move the feet and body with music and certain 

figures

take a dance 

course

I want to dance the tango so I go to a dance class twice 

a week. 

go to the cinema 

(v phr.)

sinemaya gitmek go to a place that shows-films and see a motion 

picture there

go to the 

movie theater

My brother and I often go to the cinema and see the new 

films.

help someone (v) birine yardım 

etmek

assist someone to do something support disunite I always help my mother and clean the house with her 

on Sundays.

hang out (with 

friends) (phr. v)

(arkadaşlarla) 

gezinmek, iyi 

vakit geçirmek

spend enjoyable time outside (with friends) socialize be 

unsociable

We like hanging out and having a good time with my 

friends after school.

listen to music 

(v phr.)

müzik dinlemek hear instrumental sounds and lyrics hear tunes Jazz music relaxes me because I enjoy the sounds of 

the instruments that musicians use.  
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Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence
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UNIT 1
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

play games (v 

phr.)

oyun oynamak have fun with certain activities of entertainment I generally play computer games because I have a lot 

of fun. 

rest (v) dinlenmek spend some time to feel calm and fresh relax get tired We relax on weekends because we work hard and get 

tired on weekdays. 

run errands (v 

phr.)

günlük işleri 

yapmak

do housework or basic daily work do chores do nothing My mother runs errands every day; she cleans the 

house, cooks and goes shopping.

send text 

messages (v 

phr.)

telefon mesajı 

göndermek

communicate on the phone with short notes of 

information

transfer 

written notes

I don’t like talking on the phone so I prefer writing and 

sending text messages to my friends.

step dance (n) adım dansı a kind of dance people perform only by moving 

their feet

toe dance Jack is good at step dance, he can move his feet well 

with the music. 

study (v) ders çalışmak read, practice and learn certain information research I study hard before my tests and I always get high 

scores from them.

take a guitar 

course (v phr.)

gitar kursu almak attend a course to learn to play the guitar go to a guitar 

course

I am taking a guitar course and learning to play classical 

guitar nowadays. 

take a nap (v 

phr.)

şekerleme 

yapmak, kısa 

süre uyumak

sleep for a short time and rest take a light 

sleep

After I finish housework, I take a nap to rest for a short 

time.

take care of 

someone (phr. v)

biriyle ilgilenmek look after or assist someone deal with 

someone

ignore 

someone

My brother has the flu and I take care of him because 

my mum works all day. 

take care of 

something (phr. 

v)

bir işle ilgilenmek be responsible for a certain task or duty deal with 

something

ignore 

something

I have an important meeting on Monday and I have to 

take care of this project before that day.

tidy (v) düzenlemek, 

toplamak

arrange a place to make it neat put in order untidy I have to tidy my bedroom because I can’t find anything 

in it; it’s so messy.

traditional dance 

(n)

geleneksel dans a kind of dance related to the characteristics of 

a certain place

classical 

dance

modern 

dance

Turkish folk dance is a kind of traditional dance in 

Turkey. 

visit (v) (birini) ziyaret 

etmek

be a guest at someone’s home to see that 

person

stop by I visit my grandma every Saturday and she always feels 

happy to see me. 

watch TV (v) televizyon 

izlemek

look at a programme on television with interest view You shouldn’t watch TV for long hours, it’s not good for 

your eyes. 
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Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence
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Word / Phrase Turkish 

Meaning

English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

bagel (adj.) susamlı veya 

susamsız simit

salty pastry with or without sesame My father enjoys eating bagels with cheese for breakfast 

because he likes salty food. 

boiled egg (n) haşlanmış 

yumurta

egg cooked in very hot water A: Do you prefer hard boiled eggs or soft boiled eggs for 

breakfast?  B: I like hard boiled ones. 

breakfast (n) kahvaltı the first meal of the day people eat in the morning morning meal I have a quick breakfast, some toast and coffee with 

milk, and leave home early in the mornings.

butter (n) tereyağı the dairy, soft, fatty product of milk people eat for 

breakfast or use for cooking meals 

Mum prepares a slice of bread with butter and honey on 

for me for every breakfast.

cereal (n) tahıl, mısır 

gevreği

edible and nutritious grains of wheat, corn or oats My sister only eats cereal for breakfast and she adds 

some strawberry jam and milk in it. 

cheese (n) peynir the solid dairy product of milk protein and fats with 

different tastes and forms

Some toast with cheese and tomatoes is my favourite 

food for a healthy breakfast. 

crepe (n) krep a thin, light and delicious pancake I usually eat my crepes with chocolate sauce or cherry 

jam.

croissant (n) kruvasan a delicious roll of puff pastry with sweet or salty 

ingredients

I have my breakfast at work and I often eat a croissant 

with hazelnut paste. 

delicious (adj.) lezzetli with a pleasing taste tasty tasteless Our mother always bakes delicious fruit cakes and I and 

my sister love the tastes of them.

egg (n) yumurta nutritious products of chickens rich in protein  I like eating all kinds of eggs, but I especially enjoy 

omelettes with cheese and mushrooms.

Enjoy it! (phr.) Afiyet olsun! take pleasure from your meal Enjoy your 

meal!

Waiter: Here is your carrot cake, madam. Enjoy it!

Laura: Thank you. It looks delicious.

fried egg (n) kızarmış 

yumurta

egg cooked in very hot oil or butter I prefer eating fried eggs and I cook them in butter 

because butter makes them more delicious. 

fruit juice (n) meyva suyu the natural, fresh and squeezed liquid of fruits A: What kind of fruit juice is your favourite?  B: I like 

orange and carrot juice because they are healthy.

honey (n) bal sweet, sticky and healthy fluid that bees make from 

the nectar they get from flowers

I want my children to eat honey every morning because 

it is more natural and healthy than other sweets.

It’s my favourite! 

(phr.)

Benim en 

sevdiğim (bu)!

talking about something a person likes or enjoys 

the most

I always enjoy 

it!

I hate it! I have a glass of milk with cacao every morning and I 

really like it. It’s my favourite!

jam (n) reçel sweet and delicious food made with different fruits 

and sugar

I always add some fig jam on my slice of bread for 

breakfast because it’s my favourite kind of jam. 

UNIT 2
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YUMMY BREAKFAST
Word / Phrase Turkish 

Meaning

English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence
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UNIT 2
Word / Phrase Turkish 

Meaning

English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

junk food (n) abur cubur food with high calories but very low nutrition unhealthy 

food

healthy food People shouldn’t eat junk food, for example potato 

chips, because they are very unhealthy.

milk (n) süt while fluid of female mammals rich in fat, proteins 

and nutrition

A child should drink a healthy amount of milk regularly 

for calcium and strong bones.

muffin (n) kek a small cake baked with flour and sweet 

ingredients

cake My brother wants my mum to bake muffins with bananas 

because he really likes their taste.

nutritious (adj.) besleyici with efficient and healthy ingredients healthful unhealthy Natural meat products are nutritious because they have 

proteins.

olive (n) zeytin the small and edible fruit of an olive tree I like the taste of black olives but my mother likes the 

taste of green ones.

omelette (n) omlet food made with eggs and different ingredients, 

especially for breakfast

I prefer my omelette with cheese and broccoli because I 

can cook a tasty omelette with them. 

pancake (n) tava keki thin and flat cake people fry in a pan and eat with 

cheese, jam, honey etc.

waffle My sister and I prepare pancakes with cheese for my 

mum and pancakes with cherry jam for my dad on 

Sundays.

salami (n) salam a kind of sausage with garlic flavour I don’t usually eat salami but I like its taste on top of 

pizzas because it is spicy. 

sandwich (n) sandviç a kind of food people make with two pieces of 

bread by putting different ingredients between 

them

I sometimes make a sandwich with tuna fish, lettuce, 

tomatoes and cucumber for dinner.

sausage (n) sosis rolled, chopped and seasoned meat with different 

spices

I add sausages into my scrambled eggs and make them 

more delicious.

scrambled egg 

(n)

çırpılmış 

yumurta

egg cooked in a pan by mixing the white and yolk 

of it together

My sister likes eating eggs after mixing them so she 

always cooks scrambled eggs for breakfast.

tea (n) çay the dried and aromatic leaves people heat in boiled 

water and drink, especially for breakfast

Turkish tea, especially the tea people grow in the Black 

Sea Region, is very tasty and famous around the world.

toast (n) kızarmış 

ekmek

a slice of bread people heat and eat warm She generally has two slices of toast, some butter and 

honey for breakfast. 

Yummy! (phr.) Nefis! very delicious delightful distasteful I love all kinds of food my mum cooks because they are 

very tasty. Yummy!
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Meaning

English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence
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UNIT 3
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

building (n) bina a structure with a roof and walls, for example a 

house or a school

There are many buildings in the city center and some of 

them are full of offices. 

busy (adj.) yoğun, meşgul actively doing a certain task, duty, activity etc. active inactive Our manager is busy because he has a lot of projects to 

take care of. 

calm (adj.) sakin not crowded, away from noise mild angry I prefer going to calm places near the sea because I 

don’t like crowded and noisy places. 

 cheap (adj.) ucuz with a low price inexpensive expensive This car is very cheap because it’s an old car. 

crowded (adj.) kalabalık full of many people full empty Big cities are always very crowded because they have 

high populations.

downtown (n) şehir merkezi the central part of a city city center There are many skyscrapers, business centers and 

shopping centers in downtown so it’s always crowded.

elevator (n) asansör a moving platform for carrying people up and 

down in a building

lift I usually take the elevator to reach my office because it’s 

on the twentieth floor of a tall skyscraper. 

expensive (adj.) pahalı with a high price cheap inexpensive I want to buy a new car, but new cars are very expensive 

so I’m saving some money for it. 

feed (v) beslemek give food to a person or an animal She has two dogs and she feeds them twice a day, in 

the mornings and evenings.

for rent (phr.) kiralık a house or an apartment available for people to 

rent by doing a monthly payment

My apartment is for rent for three months because I will 

be abroad for a holiday and I want to earn extra money.

for sale (phr.) satılık a house or apartment available for people that 

want to buy it 

Our neighbor’s house is on sale but I think he wants a 

lot of money to sell it and nobody wants to buy it.

high (adj.) yüksek with great measurement from top to bottom tall short I am afraid of high buildings; I can’t get on a balcony on 

a high building because I’m afraid of falling down. 

highway (n) otoban a main road that connects two towns or cities freeway There is too much traffic on the highway right now 

because everyone is going to work.

hometown (n) memleket a town or city that a person was born in or 

comes from

My hometown is İstanbul; I was born there, but I live and 

work in İzmir now.

kiosk (n) büfe a small structure that people buy sandwiches, 

newspaper, tickets etc. from

I go to the kiosk near our office on my lunch break, buy a 

sandwich from there and eat it in the park to get fresh air.

line (n) sıra a number of people standing behind one 

another and wait to buy something

queue On Mondays, there is generally a long line of people 

waiting to enter the bank in the city center.
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DOWNTOWN
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

building (n) bina a structure with a roof and walls, for example a 

house or a school

There are many buildings in the city center and some of 

them are full of offices. 

busy (adj.) yoğun, meşgul actively doing a certain task, duty, activity etc. active inactive Our manager is busy because he has a lot of projects to 

take care of. 

calm (adj.) sakin not crowded, away from noise mild angry I prefer going to calm places near the sea because I 

don’t like crowded and noisy places. 

 cheap (adj.) ucuz with a low price inexpensive expensive This car is very cheap because it’s an old car. 

crowded (adj.) kalabalık full of many people full empty Big cities are always very crowded because they have 

high populations.

downtown (n) şehir merkezi the central part of a city city center There are many skyscrapers, business centers and 

shopping centers in downtown so it’s always crowded.

elevator (n) asansör a moving platform for carrying people up and 

down in a building

lift I usually take the elevator to reach my office because it’s 

on the twentieth floor of a tall skyscraper. 

expensive (adj.) pahalı with a high price cheap inexpensive I want to buy a new car, but new cars are very expensive 

so I’m saving some money for it. 

feed (v) beslemek give food to a person or an animal She has two dogs and she feeds them twice a day, in 

the mornings and evenings.

for rent (phr.) kiralık a house or an apartment available for people to 

rent by doing a monthly payment

My apartment is for rent for three months because I will 

be abroad for a holiday and I want to earn extra money.

for sale (phr.) satılık a house or apartment available for people that 

want to buy it 

Our neighbor’s house is on sale but I think he wants a 

lot of money to sell it and nobody wants to buy it.

high (adj.) yüksek with great measurement from top to bottom tall short I am afraid of high buildings; I can’t get on a balcony on 

a high building because I’m afraid of falling down. 

highway (n) otoban a main road that connects two towns or cities freeway There is too much traffic on the highway right now 

because everyone is going to work.

hometown (n) memleket a town or city that a person was born in or 

comes from

My hometown is İstanbul; I was born there, but I live and 

work in İzmir now.

kiosk (n) büfe a small structure that people buy sandwiches, 

newspaper, tickets etc. from

I go to the kiosk near our office on my lunch break, buy a 

sandwich from there and eat it in the park to get fresh air.

line (n) sıra a number of people standing behind one 

another and wait to buy something

queue On Mondays, there is generally a long line of people 

waiting to enter the bank in the city center.
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UNIT 3
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

lift (n) asansör a moving platform for carrying people up and 

down in a building

elevator In skyscrapers, people often wait in front of the elevators 

to go up because they are full of many people.

modern (adj.) modern with a new technique, idea, image or equipment contemporary old-fashioned They are building modern buildings in our town and they 

are using the new technologies for building them.

pavement (n) kaldırım the hard surface of a road or street that people 

can walk on

sidewalk Be careful! You shouldn’t walk on the street, you should 

walk on the pavement on both sides of it.

peaceful (adj.) huzurlu without anything or anyone disturbing restful noisy When I go to the seaside, I always feel peaceful because 

it is calm, quiet and not crowded.

queue (n) sıra a number of people standing behind one 

another and waiting to buy something

line I want to buy a ticket for the concert but there is a long 

queue in front of the kiosk and I don’t want to wait for a 

long time.

quiet (adj.) sessiz without any noise or much activity You should be quiet because you are in the library! You 

are making a lot of noise.

relaxing (adj.) dinlendirici without any stress, noise or crowd calm noisy I go to relaxing places on holiday because I want to rest 

without noise and stress. 

sell (v) satmak transfer a house, a car or any kind of product to 

a person and get money for it

buy I’m selling my old car for a cheap price because I want 

to buy a new and fast car.

skyscraper (n) gökdelen a very tall building with many offices or 

apartments

high-rise There are many skyscrapers with many floors and 

offices in İstanbul because the city is a big business 

center. 

street (n) sokak, cadde a public road in a city or a town with traffic and 

sidewalks ontwo sides for people to walk on

roadway There are big stores, cafes and restaurants on both 

sides of the main street in the city center.

suburb (n) dış mahalle a district full of population and accomodation 

and is very close to a city or town 

A lot of people live in the suburbs and they take the train 

or drive on the highway to come to work in the mornings.

subway (n) metro an underground railway transportation that 

works with electricity

metro I take the subway to work because it is fast and there is 

no traffic underground.

town (n) kasaba an area bigger than a village and smaller than a 

city and that has a name and a local government 

Our town is only half an hour from the city center and my 

school is there so it’s easy for me to go to school. 

traffic jam (n) trafik sıkışıklığı a long line of busy traffic on a street or highway rush hour On Friday evenings, there is usually a traffic jam on the 

streets because a lot of people try to go home at the 

same time. 
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DOWNTOWN
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

lift (n) asansör a moving platform for carrying people up and 

down in a building

elevator In skyscrapers, people often wait in front of the elevators 

to go up because they are full of many people.

modern (adj.) modern with a new technique, idea, image or equipment contemporary old-fashioned They are building modern buildings in our town and they 

are using the new technologies for building them.

pavement (n) kaldırım the hard surface of a road or street that people 

can walk on

sidewalk Be careful! You shouldn’t walk on the street, you should 

walk on the pavement on both sides of it.

peaceful (adj.) huzurlu without anything or anyone disturbing restful noisy When I go to the seaside, I always feel peaceful because 

it is calm, quiet and not crowded.

queue (n) sıra a number of people standing behind one 

another and waiting to buy something

line I want to buy a ticket for the concert but there is a long 

queue in front of the kiosk and I don’t want to wait for a 

long time.

quiet (adj.) sessiz without any noise or much activity You should be quiet because you are in the library! You 

are making a lot of noise.

relaxing (adj.) dinlendirici without any stress, noise or crowd calm noisy I go to relaxing places on holiday because I want to rest 

without noise and stress. 

sell (v) satmak transfer a house, a car or any kind of product to 

a person and get money for it

buy I’m selling my old car for a cheap price because I want 

to buy a new and fast car.

skyscraper (n) gökdelen a very tall building with many offices or 

apartments

high-rise There are many skyscrapers with many floors and 

offices in İstanbul because the city is a big business 

center. 

street (n) sokak, cadde a public road in a city or a town with traffic and 

sidewalks ontwo sides for people to walk on

roadway There are big stores, cafes and restaurants on both 

sides of the main street in the city center.

suburb (n) dış mahalle a district full of population and accomodation 

and is very close to a city or town 

A lot of people live in the suburbs and they take the train 

or drive on the highway to come to work in the mornings.

subway (n) metro an underground railway transportation that 

works with electricity

metro I take the subway to work because it is fast and there is 

no traffic underground.

town (n) kasaba an area bigger than a village and smaller than a 

city and that has a name and a local government 

Our town is only half an hour from the city center and my 

school is there so it’s easy for me to go to school. 

traffic jam (n) trafik sıkışıklığı a long line of busy traffic on a street or highway rush hour On Friday evenings, there is usually a traffic jam on the 

streets because a lot of people try to go home at the 

same time. 
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UNIT 4
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

anxious (adj.) gergin feeling or showing worry and stress nervous calm I feel anxious on test days because my teachers 

always ask difficult questions on them.

cloud (n) bulut a mass of watery vapour high in the atmosphere The clouds can have different shapes in the sky.

cloudy (adj.) bulutlu a weather situation with the sky full of clouds dark bright I don’t like cloudy weather because the dark sky 

makes me depressed.

cold (adj.) soğuk at a very low temperature chilly hot It’s very cold outside, put on your coat and scarf.

cool (adj.) serin at a low temperature chilly warm I like cool weather because very hot and very cold 

weather situations make me feel tired and unhappy.

desert (n) çöl an area of land with no water or plants and full 

of sand

It is always very hot in a desert because there is no 

water or rain to make the weather cool.

dry (adj.) kuru without any liquid waterless wet It never rains in this part of the country so it is always 

very dry.

emotion (n) duygu, his the way a person feels feeling My sister can’t control her emotions, for example if she 

is very angry, you understand that she is very angry.

fabulous (adj.) harika very good, great wonderful ordinary It’s a fabulous day today; the sun is shining, the 

birds are singing and people are enjoying the lovely 

weather.

fog (n) sis a thick cloud of very small water droplets in the 

sky limiting the sight of people

mist brightness I can’t drive to work today because there is a heavy 

fog outside.

foggy (adj.) sisli a weather situation with the sky full of fog misty clear, bright Drivers should be careful on the highway when the 

weather is foggy because they can’t see the road 

clearly. 

freezing (adj.) dondurucu, buz 

gibi

very cold icy boiling hot It’s freezing outside! Wear your boots and warm 

clothes. 

hailing (adj.) dolu frozen drops of rain falling from the air into the 

atmosphere

showering dry I should take my umbrella because it’s hailing outside.

hot (adj.) sıcak at a very high temperature boiling cold İzmir is very hot in summers; it’s around 35 degrees 

Celcius in June, July and August.

lightning (n) şimşek a short and natural electric release between a 

cloud and the ground

bolt I feel scared when there is a lightning at nights 

because I hate the noise of it.

minus (adj.) eksi lower than zero degree Celcius less plus The east of Turkey is very cold in winter; it is generally 

minus 20 or 30 degrees Celcius in January and 

February.
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WEATHER AND EMOTIONS
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

anxious (adj.) gergin feeling or showing worry and stress nervous calm I feel anxious on test days because my teachers 

always ask difficult questions on them.

cloud (n) bulut a mass of watery vapour high in the atmosphere The clouds can have different shapes in the sky.

cloudy (adj.) bulutlu a weather situation with the sky full of clouds dark bright I don’t like cloudy weather because the dark sky 

makes me depressed.

cold (adj.) soğuk at a very low temperature chilly hot It’s very cold outside, put on your coat and scarf.

cool (adj.) serin at a low temperature chilly warm I like cool weather because very hot and very cold 

weather situations make me feel tired and unhappy.

desert (n) çöl an area of land with no water or plants and full 

of sand

It is always very hot in a desert because there is no 

water or rain to make the weather cool.

dry (adj.) kuru without any liquid waterless wet It never rains in this part of the country so it is always 

very dry.

emotion (n) duygu, his the way a person feels feeling My sister can’t control her emotions, for example if she 

is very angry, you understand that she is very angry.

fabulous (adj.) harika very good, great wonderful ordinary It’s a fabulous day today; the sun is shining, the 

birds are singing and people are enjoying the lovely 

weather.

fog (n) sis a thick cloud of very small water droplets in the 

sky limiting the sight of people

mist brightness I can’t drive to work today because there is a heavy 

fog outside.

foggy (adj.) sisli a weather situation with the sky full of fog misty clear, bright Drivers should be careful on the highway when the 

weather is foggy because they can’t see the road 

clearly. 

freezing (adj.) dondurucu, buz 

gibi

very cold icy boiling hot It’s freezing outside! Wear your boots and warm 

clothes. 

hailing (adj.) dolu frozen drops of rain falling from the air into the 

atmosphere

showering dry I should take my umbrella because it’s hailing outside.

hot (adj.) sıcak at a very high temperature boiling cold İzmir is very hot in summers; it’s around 35 degrees 

Celcius in June, July and August.

lightning (n) şimşek a short and natural electric release between a 

cloud and the ground

bolt I feel scared when there is a lightning at nights 

because I hate the noise of it.

minus (adj.) eksi lower than zero degree Celcius less plus The east of Turkey is very cold in winter; it is generally 

minus 20 or 30 degrees Celcius in January and 

February.


